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SCIENTOLOGY: What Do They Believe?In the late 1940's RON HUBBARD declared: "If a man

really wants to make a million, the best way would be to start his own religion" ... and he did just

that, calling it the "Church of Scientology" in 1954. According to its literature, it is "the fastest

growing SPIRITUAL SELF-BETTERMENT AND REFORM GROUP in the world". "Man's situation

needed a solution and Scientology is that solution". Scientology claims to help man become more

ABLE "and brings about greater PEACE AND HAPPINESS". The quest for this feeling of happiness

becomes a major part of a Scientology individual's life.Scientology: What Do They Believe?

compares the teaching of this group with basic fundamental Biblical doctrine. This eBook is not

designed to ridicule or scorn the teaching of those who differ in faith and doctrine, but to examine

teaching that claims to either hold to orthodox Biblical Christian doctrine or claim that their

movement accommodates Biblical Christianity. Available material was researched and leading

people interviewed, where possible. The conclusions drawn in this ebook about Scientology are

based on information made available and every effort has been made to present the material as

accurately as possible.The battle today is for the mind of men, women and children and we need,

more than ever, to keep our attention focused on THE LORD JESUS CHRIST.. "Looking unto

Jesus, the Author and Finisher of our faith" (Heb. 12:2).
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...otherwise it's a complete waste of time and money (and yes, three dollars is far more than what

this PDF is worth). Val Waldeck accomplishes nothing in this "publication" other than to state very

clearly that Jesus Christ is the only one you should believe in. Make no mistake, the foreword

contains the following: "This ebook was written with the earnest desire that it will assist Christians to

obey the instruction of 1 John 4:1".As a non-Scientologist curious what all this "Church of

Scientology" talk is about I was grossly disappointed with this pamphlet. I use the term pamphlet as

this text actually contains only 12 pages (not 40 - and in large font print no less!) dealing with the

background/history/rumors of The Church of Scientology and L. Ron Hubbard. The remainder is

pro-Christianity rhetoric with heavy biblical referencing and two pages with some vague bullet point

style tidbits about what cults are and do. Save yourself as you will learn nothing here about the

Church of Scientology that you wouldn't already know from word-of-mouth alone.

Strange WHAT lost, desperate, people can be led to believe. I am amazed that it appears so easily

for cults to brain wash others. I just wonder, are the brainwashed are aware?

This review was fascinating! Nothing less. Most never knew L. Ron Hubbard was a two-bit criminal

and fabricated many aspects of his life. How could ANYONE follow someone with a background like

this? After reading Val Waldeck's information on this cult (Scientology: What do they believe?, and I

assure you, it's a cult, I was just completely amazed. Some have written reviews that have been

harsh and it's apparant and obvious that they are current members of the very organization she's

exposed! Even the German government (who's fairly liberal) has tried to rid thier country of this

mind-altering, brain-washing organization. It's a criminal cult with a criminally found leader and

foundation. The guy even wrote bad checks and fabricated his 'military' service. Not the kind of

person you'd want 'enlightenment' from. I HIGHLY recommend any of Val Waldeck writings,

although I have no affiliation with the organization or such, it was an honest and penetrating to the

bone writing and had me wanting more!!



This appears to be a Christian recruiting pamphlet and does little to discuss Scientology beliefs or

sociological issues. The research is mainly from a Reader Digest article from 1980. Bible quotes are

King James, and after a few pages it degenerates into a Christian recruitment discussion.It isn't all

that bad, just deceptive and poorly edited.

Supporter of one cult blasting another,

I have read all of Val Waldeck's book and have to say that I find them so Inspirational & Spiritual.

She is an amazing teacher and has special insight into everything that she writes.I look forward to

more of her wonderful books being published.Val MitchellDurban, South Africa

Very well written and researched and most useful to anyone wanting to know all about what various

cults believe.
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